Struggle for the Family Farm

World Fest 2022
Caltech
Background

The Laws and their Aftermath
Background

Background Video (Unreleased)
Quiz Time

1. What is the average size of the US farm?

2. What is the average farm income in the US?

3. How do you imagine a farmer in the US?
Despair and Devastation
Despair and Devastation
Despair and Devastation

Countryside footage (unreleased)
Despair and Devastation

Suicides Footage
(Unreleased)
What went wrong?

- The New Deal and Franklin D. Roosevelt
- Richard Nixon and Earl Butz
  - Loans, Loans, Loans!!!
- Ronald Reagan and ‘Government Bad!’
  - Sell, Sell, Sell!!!
- Clinton and the last nail on the coffin
  - Freedom to Fail
Collusion and Coercion
The Fight for Parity and Capture of Infrastructure

Profit/Acre

- w/o Parity for Wheat
- w/ PARITY for Wheat
- w/o PARITY for Corn
- w/ PARITY for Corn
Global Solidarity

Globalize the Struggle, Localize the Hope!!!
Support Us

- Through your encouragement
- Through gofundme at https://gofund.me/481d18bb